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International Bestseller And that means you finally had enough?Her open sharing and the stories of
others enables you to see you are not alone;If thus, Louise VN Liebenberg has written just the book
for you personally. others have already been through the same problems and that it is indeed
possible to live an empowered lifestyle.her&apos;. By sharing her personal failures and fixes and her
encounters as a Transformational Group Therapy Facilitator,Unresolved Grief Counselor and Self-
Esteem Coach, she exposes the unpleasant truths and unhelpful outlooks that keep us back again
from living our best life.And at last you will be ready to locate a step-by-step process by which you
can empower yourself, redesign your life and improve all your romantic relationships?Tired and
hurting and desperate following many years on an emotional roller coaster she made the decision it
was time to care for &apos;The questions and the FREE downloadable workbook will open your
eyes, give you life-changing outlooks and help get the very best friggin all-round relationships of your
life.... It is period for you!Warning: If you are happily just looking Alright, and have no desire to have a
more fulfilling job, make better money and be the catalyst for change for those around you,move to
something else.HOW TO" select that button already. You so have this.But for you, who has learned
there is better out there.Along with a FREE printable PDF that serves as a powerful workbook for
transformation.Through the entire book additionally, you will discover links to BONUS checklists and
". sheets.
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Log off the hamster wheel This brutally honest book allows you to recognize what patterns you
stick to which may be keeping you returning to the same interactions you want to break free from.
Every woman who’s ever dated or married the “same man” despite the fact that he looked and
acted completely “different” should read No More Hamster Wheel Relationships for Women. Louise
VN Liebenberg delves deep into recognizing the signs and identifying patterns of these repetitive
hamster wheel interactions; The book is very honest in its strategy in that, the author states you are
in charge of your own state of affairs with regards to relationships. The writer cites numerous tales
of relatable experiences and insights obtained for finally seeking healthful relationships. She does an
excellent job at reframing some of our maladaptive responses to our life’s circumstances by
showing us how we can use these shadow elements of us for good. For instance, “I have to look
after myself; nobody else will Adjustments TO: I am a strong individual who has this phenomenal
capability to care for myself, but I am worthy of support, love, care and attention and connection in
my own life. I can require the things I want and need."Talk about this book with every woman you
value, especially your daughters ! I recommend this publication to everyone who would like to do
romantic relationships better!In short, I recommend this book to everyone who wants to do
relationships better! I especially appreciate the way the writer helps her readers see and correct
their relational blind places in a compassionate method—as a relatable guideline who provides been
on the hamster steering wheel herself. For me, the main message within it is to realize that,
ultimately, having a fulfilling relationship is in our hands. This reserve is packed filled with invaluable
assets, well researched strategies, creative graphics that drive the key points home, thought
provoking questions for ongoing reflection, and a relatable writing style. This is an excellent book for
everyone who would like to develop happier relationships. Good go through with identifiable
illustrations and practical tools When I go through self-help/self-improvement books I am very, very
attentive regarding their practicality. Too many books offer primarily platitudes or fluff, obvious advice
that no one can really implement or just encouragement, like saying, "It will all workout okay" is more
than enough to make it so. This publication offers practical equipment you may use to improve your
position. It also offers great extras like a workbook and other assets to help you put it into practice
and inspect your own thoughts, beliefs and lifestyle.As well as, it's written in a conversational tone
that means it is quite fun and readable. You are not powerless but powerful, rather than hopeless
but can build a level of confidence to get away from a dysfunctional romantic relationship when it
isn't working. As you follow each step at the same time, you will find yourself again! This reserve is
i'm all over this for women to understand from actually if intimate human relationships aren’t the
issue! I see program for the wisdom shared in this reserve being relevant in leadership, when ladies
face great profession obstacles in addition to attitudes towards taking charge when identified as
having serious illness. These are situations that may ruin our self-confidence and sense of
worthiness. I'd highly recommend this go through to women in all walks of existence. As females, we
are organic helpers, therefore we are suckers for individuals who appear helpless. Co-dependency
sucks. In this work, Louise empowers her readers to take control, stopping the harmful relationship
cycles than can dominate our lives if we let them. Five stars! She displays us how to have the
difficult conversations with ourselves and others that obtain us back on the right track to wholeness.
I highly recommend this book to anyone wanting to better understand themselves, address bad
relationship habits, and get firmly on the road of self-care and self-confidence. I understand a few of
my leadership clients who can learn from this book right now!Lyn CikaraAuthor of More powerful
than CancerLeadership Behavior Change Coach Feeling Stuck In a Romantic relationship Rut?
Read Hamster Wheel Romantic relationships! Whether you possess not had a whole lot of
relationship experience, think you might be within an unhealthy relationship right now, or want to



avoid past mistakes in future associations, this reserve delivers. but most of all she calls for it to
another level of awareness and positive switch through her workbook exercises. Applicable for
ladies in all situations! Become familiar with to identify and take action on the destructive patterns
founded years back, by implementing a fresh group of strategies while building a better mindset for
yourself.This book "Hamster Wheel Relationships for Women" is for any women that's feeling
disempowered and needs a clear blueprint to get her right into a good relationship and break from
a bd one. Maybe I should stop performing that! Exercises and queries also to the reader place the
power to boost your relationships (passionate, professional, and personal). It's filled with exercises to
bring awareness to harming thoughts and behaviors, along with powerful exercises for personal
development. I love that the publication is sprinkled with plenty of good examples and case research
we can relate to. Maybe I'm not really such a lost cause.Louise does an outstanding job of defining
problem areas, engaging visitors with real-life good examples, and in presenting practical action
steps in a manner that do not experience overwhelming. She reveals how to determine the triggers
that trip us into these situations. Get off the wheel. In Hamster Wheel Relationships, Louise effectively
and presents the reader with alternatives to long-held beliefs. This book will challenge you to
become a lot more than you’ve been and develop through negativity rather than allowing negative
encounters to define you. By using real life stories, Louise shows how the equipment presented can
encourage ladies in their relationships. If you are prepared and willing, this publication can help you
eliminate the limiting beliefs and develop coping mechanisms to get off the steering wheel and regain
the control of your development. A practical guideline to recognizing and addressing common limiting
and unhealthy relationship behaviors This book helped me shine a light on those areas where I did
so not realize I was helping create an harmful relationship by allowing certain behaviors to go
unaddressed. An excellent book on developing and thriving in virtually any relationship! Loiuse VN
Liebenberg units out an excellent guidebook to recognizing the symptoms of bad relationships,
applicable everywhere. This is a very empowering book for women that may need more in their
relationships and feel as if they are on a "hamster wheel" that never ends. Louise offers useful
advice, real world examples, and dives directly into the center of the matter. Excellent book to find
the root cause of relationship problems and solve them This book is among the best I’ve read when
it comes to finding the real cause of relationship problems you might have had previously or are
experiencing. Her practical techniques will empower a lot of women to consider charge and learn
how to have heathy and fulfilling romantic relationships at the job and at play. A raw and honest
story of breaking the chain of bad relationships I really like how this publication approaches some of
the psychology of relationships and how exactly we end up with bad options that began with great
intentions. I wish this book have been written 35 years ago. I called it the Merry-Go-Round back
then. I made a decision to read it in order that I possibly could recommend it to others who are
spinning their wheels while their lifestyle passes them by because they attract the same kind of
partner time and time again! Incredibly Comprehensive Great all-encompassing publication covering
relationships. I maintain returning to it and reviewing different topics for deeper introspection. If you
have never really had a dysfunctional relationship and are perfectly happy with your life and your
options, then you don't need this reserve. Give up Co-dependency I've been told the definition for
insanity is doing the same thing over and over again but expecting different results. In this case, it is
the hamster wheel of relationships. I’m grateful for the companion workbook to find the most from
the experience. For the rest of us, dig set for some critical makeover time because this book will
change your perspective of regular. But my mind still hurts from banging it against the wall structure
for so long. You will reevaluate every part of your individual and relationship history. Simply when
you think there's no hope left for you and perhaps you should lock yourself in a cloister forever, the



author brings in clarity, hope and ease and comfort. Also, I found an excellent dosage of
empowerment in the book. You will wonder how you ever made it through life.That is a definite
Great Read that will put you on an improved path to establishing healthy relationships. However,
when we feel trapped in a bad situation, we continue never to set boundaries that could be helpful
and aged habits of learned helplessness emerge. Change is usually tough. I need this author as my
own therapist. I wonder what she charges??Talk about this publication with every girl you value,
especially your daughters ! It certainly makes you think in order to empower you to escape that
pattern. It's easy for anybody to fall in to the trap of self-blame rather than standing in the
effectiveness of self-awareness. This insightful and incredibly helpful book is a must-read for anyone
dealing with a troublesome relationship, however, I would add that it is a really great read if you are
in a relationship of any type. Filled with tips, assets, and case-research, this books goes method
beyond a romantic relationship "self-help" book, and actually steps into the role of teaching better
conversation and boundaries all around.Themes in No More Hamster Wheel Romantic relationships
for Women with an impact on women in business are: Learned helplessness and Being the rescuer
of others. It's time to spread your wings and fly! Inspiring and Intriguing If you feel like you are stuck,
Hamster Wheel Relationships for Women can help unstuck your situation. Louise' genuine hope to
help other folks is evident. My business targets women getting ahead in corporate leadership
functions, so not directly linked to this book, however, I am always interested in what makes
women’s relationships more lucrative, at the job and in private. Highly recommended!
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